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Summary

China is in the midst of rolling out some of the world’s earliest and most detailed regulations 
governing artificial intelligence (AI). These include measures governing recommendation 
algorithms—the most omnipresent form of AI deployed on the internet—as well as new 
rules for synthetically generated images and chatbots in the mold of ChatGPT. China’s 
emerging AI governance framework will reshape how the technology is built and deployed 
within China and internationally, impacting both Chinese technology exports and global  
AI research networks. 

But in the West, China’s regulations are often dismissed as irrelevant or seen purely through 
the lens of a geopolitical competition to write the rules for AI. Instead, these regulations 
deserve careful study on how they will affect China’s AI trajectory and what they can teach 
policymakers around the world about regulating the technology. Even if countries funda-
mentally disagree on the specific content of a regulation, they can still learn from each  
other when it comes to the underlying structures and technical feasibility of different 
regulatory approaches. 

In this series of three papers, I will attempt to reverse engineer Chinese AI governance. I 
break down the regulations into their component parts—the terminology, key concepts, 
and specific requirements—and then trace those components to their roots, revealing how 
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Chinese academics, bureaucrats, and journalists shaped the regulations. In doing so, we have 
built a conceptual model of how China makes AI governance policy, one that can be used to 
project the future trajectory of Chinese AI governance (see figure 1).

China’s three most concrete and impactful regulations on algorithms and AI are its 2021 
regulation on recommendation algorithms, the 2022 rules for deep synthesis (synthetically 
generated content), and the 2023 draft rules on generative AI. Information control is a 
central goal of all three measures, but they also contain many other notable provisions. The 
rules for recommendation algorithms bar excessive price discrimination and protect the 
rights of workers subject to algorithmic scheduling. The deep synthesis regulation requires 
conspicuous labels be placed on synthetically generated content. And the draft generative 
AI regulation requires both the training data and model outputs to be “true and accurate,” 
a potentially insurmountable hurdle for AI chatbots to clear. All three regulations require 
developers to make a filing to China’s algorithm registry, a newly built government reposito-
ry that gathers information on how algorithms are trained, as well as requiring them to pass 
a security self-assessment.

Structurally, the regulations hold lessons for policymakers abroad. By rolling out a series of 
more targeted AI regulations, Chinese regulators are steadily building up their bureaucratic 
know-how and regulatory capacity. Reusable regulatory tools like the algorithm registry can 
act as regulatory scaffolding that can ease the construction of each successive regulation, a 
particularly useful step as China prepares to draft a national AI law in the years ahead.

Real-world
Roots

Xi Jinping
and CCP Ideology

“World 
of Ideas”

Party and
Government 
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Impact 
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Figure 1. The “Policy Funnel” of China’s AI Governance

Major governance initiatives tend to proceed from left to right through this funnel, though often not in a linear fashion.
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Examining the roots of these regulations also grants insight into the key intellectual and 
bureaucratic players shaping Chinese AI governance. The Cyberspace Administration of 
China (CAC) is the clear bureaucratic leader in governance to date, but that position may 
grow more tenuous as the focus of regulation moves beyond the CAC’s core competency of 
online content controls. The Ministry of Science and Technology is another key player, one 
that may see its profile rise due to recent government restructuring and increased focus on 
regulating underlying AI research. Feeding into this bureaucratic rulemaking are several 
think tanks and scholars, notably the China Academy for Information Communications 
Technology and Tsinghua University’s Institute for AI International Governance.

In the years ahead, China will continue rolling out targeted AI regulations and laying the 
groundwork for a capstone national AI law. Any country, company, or institution that hopes 
to compete against, cooperate with, or simply understand China’s AI ecosystem must exam-
ine these moves closely. The subsequent papers in this series will dig into the details of these 
regulations and how they came about, deepening understanding of Chinese AI governance 
to date and giving a preview of what is likely coming around the bend.
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Introduction

Over the past two years, China has rolled out some of the world’s first binding national 
regulations on artificial intelligence (AI). These regulations target recommendation algo-
rithms for disseminating content, synthetically generated images and video, and generative 
AI systems like OpenAI’s ChatGPT. The rules create new requirements for how algorithms 
are built and deployed, as well as for what information AI developers must disclose to the 
government and the public. Those measures are laying the intellectual and bureaucratic 
groundwork for a comprehensive national AI law that China will likely release in the years 
ahead, a potentially momentous development for global AI governance on the scale of the 
European Union’s pending AI Act. Together, these moves are turning China into a laborato-
ry for experiments in governing perhaps the most impactful technology of this era.

But international discourse on Chinese AI governance often fails to take these regulations 
seriously, to engage with either their content or the policymaking process. International 
commentary often falls into one of two traps: dismissing China’s regulations as irrelevant 
or using them as a political prop. Analysts and policymakers in other countries often treat 
them as meaningless pieces of paper. President Xi Jinping and the Chinese Communist 
Party (CCP) have unchecked power to disregard their own rules, the argument goes, and 
therefore the regulations are unimportant. Other U.S. policy actors use the specter of 
Chinese AI governance to advance their agendas. When Senate Majority Leader Chuck 
Schumer announced his plans to begin regulating AI earlier this year, he described China’s 
efforts as a “wake up call to the nation,” warning that the United States could not afford to 
let its geopolitical adversary “write the rules of the road” for AI.

https://www.reuters.com/world/us/senate-leader-schumer-pushes-ai-regulatory-regime-after-china-action-2023-04-13/
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These positions are rooted in an aspect of reality, but they also create a blind spot: the 
regulations themselves. The specific requirements and restrictions they impose on China’s AI 
products matter. They will reshape how the technology is built and deployed in the country, 
and their effects will not stop at its borders. They will ripple out internationally as the default 
settings for Chinese technology exports. They will influence everything from the content 
controls on language models in Indonesia to the safety features of autonomous vehicles in 
Europe. China is the largest producer of AI research in the world, and its regulations will 
drive new research as companies seek out techniques to meet regulatory demands. As U.S.- 
and Chinese-engineered AI systems increasingly play off one another in financial markets 
and international airspace, understanding the regulatory constraints and fail-safe mecha-
nisms that shape their behavior will be critical to global stability. 

And despite China’s drastically different political system, policymakers in the United States 
and elsewhere can learn from its regulations. China’s regulations create new bureaucratic and 
technical tools: disclosure requirements, model auditing mechanisms, and technical per-
formance standards. These tools can be put to different uses in different countries, ranging 
from authoritarian controls on speech to democratic oversight of automated decisionmaking. 
Charting the successes, failures, and technical feasibility of China’s AI regulations can give 
policymakers elsewhere a preview of what is possible and what might be pointless when it 
comes to governing AI.

So what do China’s AI regulations contain? How did its massive party and state bureaucra-
cies formulate them? And is it possible to predict where Chinese AI governance is headed? 
This is the first in a series of three papers that will tackle these questions using a novel 
approach: reverse engineering. 

The approach begins with the finished product: the regulations on AI and algorithms that 
China has already adopted. The papers will break down the regulations into their compo-
nent parts—the terminology, concepts, and requirements embedded in them—and then 
trace those components backward. They will trace their progress through China’s “policy 
funnel” (see figure 1) by examining the political and social roots of the ideas; how they were 
shaped by CCP ideology, influenced by international AI discourse, and debated by Chinese 
scholars and companies; and finally formalized by bureaucratic entities. This approach will 
clarify the specific aims and likely impacts of China’s AI regulations and help to build a 
conceptual model for how China makes AI policy.

This first paper gives an overview of key Chinese AI regulations to date and an introduction 
to the key actors and influences in the policy process. The following papers in this series will 
apply the reverse-engineering approach to three specific regulations, digging deep into their 
ideological, intellectual, and technological roots. 

https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/experts-examine-chinas-pioneering-draft-algorithm-regulations/
https://carnegieendowment.org/2023/02/14/lessons-from-world-s-two-experiments-in-ai-governance-pub-89035
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This approach builds on the work of an international community of scholars who over the 
past decade have greatly improved analysis of Chinese technology policy by moving the 
focus further up the policy supply chain. Ten years ago, China’s technology policy went 
largely unexamined in mainstream international discourse. Today, analysts, scholars, and the 
media pay much closer attention to Beijing’s policy documents, often producing translations 
and analyses of their impact just days after their release.

This project aims to continue moving the focus of analysis up the supply chain by seeking 
out the early signals of what policies are likely to come. It identifies actors from across 
Chinese academia, media, policy think tanks, corporations, and the party and state bureau-
cracies that signal and shape forthcoming AI governance. Ultimately, this approach aims 
to both deeply understand China’s existing AI regulations and to help predict what new 
measures may be coming around the bend.

Chinese AI Governance to Date

“AI” and “governance” are slippery concepts. Attempting to dissect all government policies 
that impact this basket of technologies would further muddy China’s already-murky poli-
cymaking process. This paper thus focuses on a specific subset of Chinese measures: nation-
al-level policy documents that explicitly and primarily target AI or algorithms for regulation 
or governance. 

This subset excludes several laws and regulations that impact AI development, such as the 
2021 Personal Information Protection Law. It also excludes local government regulations, 
such as those covering autonomous vehicles, and national policy documents that focus on 
stimulating the AI industry rather than regulating it. The study includes some regulations 
that focus on algorithms rather than AI itself. It also briefly covers government documents 
that lay out high-level guidance for the ethics and governance of AI. Within that scope, table 
1 outlines ten particularly significant AI governance documents.

https://www.chinalawtranslate.com/en/algorithms/
https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/how-will-chinas-generative-ai-regulations-shape-the-future-a-digichina-forum/
https://carnegieendowment.org/2022/10/06/one-of-biggest-problems-in-regulating-ai-is-agreeing-on-definition-pub-88100
https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/translation-personal-information-protection-law-of-the-peoples-republic-of-china-effective-nov-1-2021/
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Table 1. Notable Chinese AI Governance Policy Documents 

Document Release Date

Bureaucratic 
Bodies (key 
below) Notes and Key Provisions

New Generation AI 
Development Plan

Original Chinese

English Translation

July 20, 2017 State Council While the plan primarily focuses on encouraging AI 
development, it also lays out a high-level timetable for 
developing AI governance regulations through 2030.

Governance Principles 
for New Generation 
AI: Develop 
Responsible Artificial 
Intelligence

Original Chinese

English Translation

June 17, 2019 National New 
Generation AI 
Governance 
Expert 
Committee 

Issued by an expert committee connected to the MOST, 
the document proffers eight principles for AI governance, 
including “respect privacy,” “secure/safe and controllable,” 
and “agile governance.”

Outline for 
Establishing a Rule-
of-Law-Based Society 
(2020–2025)

Original Chinese

Partial English 
Translation

December 7, 
2020

CCP Central 
Committee

This party document offers a long list of social and legal 
issues to address before 2025. It is the first CCP policy 
document specifically calling for measures to address 
recommendation algorithms and deepfakes.

Guiding Opinions 
on Strengthening 
Overall Governance of 
Internet Information 
Service Algorithms

Original Chinese

English Translation

September 17, 
2021

CAC, Publicity, 
Education, 
MOST, MIIT, 
MPS, Culture, 
SAMR, NRTA

Developed by the CAC and co-signed by many bodies, this 
document lays out general guidance for the regulation of 
online algorithms through 2024.

Ethical Norms for New 
Generation AI

Original Chinese

English Translation

September 
25, 2021

National New 
Generation AI 
Governance 
Expert 
Committee

Issued by an expert committee connected to the MOST, the 
document offers high-level guidance for ethical norms that 
should be embedded in AI governance. These norms include 
that humans should maintain control over AI and bear 
ultimate responsibility for the systems.

http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2017-07/20/content_5211996.htm
https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/full-translation-chinas-new-generation-artificial-intelligence-development-plan-2017/
https://www.most.gov.cn/kjbgz/201906/t20190617_147107.html
https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/translation-chinese-expert-group-offers-governance-principles-for-responsible-ai/
https://www.gov.cn/zhengce/2020-12/07/content_5567791.htm
https://www.chinalawtranslate.com/highlights-of-the-outline-for-constructing-a-rule-of-law-based-society/
https://www.chinalawtranslate.com/highlights-of-the-outline-for-constructing-a-rule-of-law-based-society/
http://www.cac.gov.cn/2021-09/29/c_1634507915623047.htm
https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/translation-guiding-opinions-on-strengthening-overall-governance-of-internet-information-service-algorithms/
https://www.most.gov.cn/kjbgz/202109/t20210926_177063.html
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/ethical-norms-for-new-generation-artificial-intelligence-released/
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Document Release Date

Bureaucratic 
Bodies (key 
below) Notes and Key Provisions

Provisions on the 
Management 
of Algorithmic 
Recommendations in 
Internet Information 
Services

Original Chinese

English Translation

December 31, 
2021

(Draft 
released 
August 27, 
2021)

CAC, MIIT, MPS, 
SAMR

This first major binding regulation on algorithms was 
motivated by government fears about algorithms controlling 
how news and content are disseminated online. The 
regulation includes many provisions for content control, 
as well as protections for workers impacted by algorithms, 
among others. It also created the “algorithm registry” used in 
future regulations.

Opinions on 
Strengthening the 
Ethical Governance 
of Science and 
Technology

Original Chinese

(No English 
translation)

March 20, 
2022

(Draft 
released by 
MOST on 
July 28, 2021)

CCP Central 
Committee, 
State Council

Based on a 2021 draft regulation from the MOST, the 
document focuses on internal ethics and governance 
mechanisms scientists and technology developers should 
deploy, with AI listed as one of three areas of particular 
concern, along with the life sciences and medicine.

Provisions on the 
Administration of 
Deep Synthesis 
Internet Information 
Services

Original Chinese

English Translation

November 
25, 2022

(Draft 
released 
January 28, 
2022)

CAC, MIIT, MPS The regulation targets many AI applications used to generate 
text, video, and audio. It prohibits the generation of “fake 
news” and requires synthetically generated content to be 
labeled. The core motivation for the regulation was concern 
over deepfakes. 

Measures for the 
Management of 
Generative Artificial 
Intelligence Services 
(Draft for Comment)

Original Chinese

English Translation

April 11, 2023 CAC Drafted in response to the explosion in popularity of AI 
chatbots like ChatGPT, the regulation covers almost the exact 
same ground as the deep synthesis regulation, but with more 
emphasis on text generation and training data. It requires 
providers to ensure that both the training data and generated 
content be “true and accurate.”

Note on translation: Many stock phrases used in the titles of Chinese policy documents are translated slightly 
differently by translators. This paper switches between these minor variations when referring to different documents, 
while attempting to be consistent in using one translation source for each specific document, though some excep-
tions have been made.

http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/zhengceku/2022-01/04/content_5666429.htm
https://www.chinalawtranslate.com/en/algorithms/
http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/2022-03/20/content_5680105.htm
http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/zhengceku/2022-12/12/content_5731431.htm
https://www.chinalawtranslate.com/en/deep-synthesis/
http://www.cac.gov.cn/2023-04/11/c_1682854275475410.htm
https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/translation-measures-for-the-management-of-generative-artificial-intelligence-services-draft-for-comment-april-2023/
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Three regulations require the deepest analysis: recommendation algorithms, “deep synthe-
sis,” and generative AI. These interconnected documents contain the most targeted and 
impactful regulations to date, creating concrete requirements for how algorithms and AI are 
built and deployed in China. Below is a brief overview of each regulation. The remainder of 
this paper and subsequent papers will expand on the intellectual roots and key bureaucratic 
actors behind these regulations.

Provisions on the Management of Algorithmic Recommendations in Internet 
Information Services

The 2021 regulation on recommendation algorithms marked the start of China’s more 
targeted restrictions on algorithms and AI. The original motivation for the regulation was 
CCP concern about the role of algorithms in disseminating information online. But as that 
imperative worked its way through the policy community and bureaucracy, many other 
adjacent applications of algorithms—from setting schedules for workers to setting prices 
online—were tacked on. The regulation also created a reusable bureaucratic tool that would 
be deployed repeatedly in future regulations.

Tracing the origin of the term “algorithmic recommendation” (算法推荐) backward 
in Chinese state media shows that it first emerged during a 2017 CCP backlash against 
ByteDance’s news and media apps, in which user feeds were dictated by algorithms. The 
party viewed this as threatening its ability to set the agenda of public discourse and began 
looking for ways to rein in algorithms used for information dissemination. Much of the final 
regulation is dedicated to these concerns, requiring that algorithmic recommendation service 
providers “uphold mainstream value orientations” and “actively transmit positive energy.” 
The regulation included some more concrete measures for online content control, such as 
requiring that platforms manually intervene in lists of hot topics on social media to ensure 
they reflect government priorities.

As policy discussions on recommendation algorithms took shape, new concerns emerged 
that caused authorities to add provisions addressing them. Prominent among these was 
public outcry over the role algorithms play in creating exploitative and dangerous work 
conditions for delivery workers. The second paper in this series will examine how academics 
and journalists documenting the plight of food delivery workers led to the inclusion of 
protections for workers in the regulation. Similarly, as Chinese authorities cracked down 
on China’s large tech platforms during 2021, they added provisions barring providers from 
using algorithms for anti–competitive business practices or excessive price discrimination. 
Providers were also told not to build algorithms that “go against ethics and morals” by 
“inducing users to become addicted or spend too much.” Individual users were also granted 
new rights by the regulation, including the right to turn off algorithmic recommendation 
services, to delete tags used to personalize recommendations, and to receive an explanation 
when an algorithm has a major impact on their interests.

https://www.chinalawtranslate.com/en/algorithms/
http://opinion.people.com.cn/n1/2017/0918/c1003-29540709.html
https://carnegieendowment.org/2022/11/02/how-food-delivery-workers-shaped-chinese-algorithm-regulations-pub-88310
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3892642
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Finally, the recommendation algorithm regulation created an important new tool for 
regulators: the algorithm registry (算法备案系统, literally “algorithm filing system”). The 
registry is an online database of algorithms that have “public opinion properties or . . . social 
mobilization capabilities.” Developers of these algorithms are required to submit information 
on how their algorithms are trained and deployed, including which datasets the algorithm is 
trained on. They are also required to complete an “algorithm security self-assessment report” 
(算法安全自评估报告. Here, “security,” 安全，can also be translated as “safety”). Once an 
algorithm is successfully registered, a limited version of the filing is made public. Subsequent 
regulations on deep synthesis and generative AI also required developers to register their 
algorithms. The second paper in this series will dig into the key goals and mechanisms of the 
algorithm registry.

Provisions on the Administration of Deep Synthesis Internet  
Information Services

Around the same time as the CCP became concerned with recommendation algorithms 
(2017–2019), it also identified deepfakes as a major threat to its information environment 
and set about regulating them. During the policy incubation process, the technology compa-
ny Tencent managed to introduce and popularize the term “deep synthesis” to describe 
synthetic generation of content, replacing the politically radioactive “deepfakes” with a more 
innocuous-sounding technical term. The new term eventually gained traction and found its 
way into the final regulation. The third paper in this series will explore the evolution of that 
terminology and the role of technology companies in shaping Chinese AI governance.

The deep synthesis regulation was scoped to include the use of algorithms to synthetically 
generate or alter content online, including voice, text, image, and video content. It requires 
that deep synthesis content conform to information controls, that it is labeled as syntheti-
cally generated, and that providers take steps to mitigate misuse. The regulation includes a 
number of vague censorship requirements, such as that deep synthesis content “adhere to the 
correct political direction,” not “disturb economic and social order,” and not be used to gen-
erate fake news. When such content “might cause confusion or mislead the public,” it must 
include a “conspicuous label in a reasonable position” to alert the public that it was syn-
thetically generated. The regulation also includes a number of provisions targeting misuse, 
such as requiring that deep synthesis users register with their real names and that platforms 
prompt users to obtain the consent of anyone whose personal information is being edited. 
Finally, it requires that deep synthesis providers make a filing to the algorithm registry.

The deep synthesis regulation was years in the making, but in the end it suffered from 
particularly poor timing. It was finalized on November 25, 2022, just five days before the 
release of ChatGPT.

https://carnegieendowment.org/2022/12/09/what-china-s-algorithm-registry-reveals-about-ai-governance-pub-88606
https://www.sohu.com/a/394450226_455313
https://www.chinalawtranslate.com/en/deep-synthesis/
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Measures for the Management of Generative Artificial Intelligence Services

At first glance, China’s regulatory apparatus appeared well prepared for the wave of genera-
tive AI applications that would follow ChatGPT. The deep synthesis regulation technically 
included most forms of generative AI, such as using the technology to create or edit images, 
videos, voice, and text. 

But officials at the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) deemed the newly minted 
deep synthesis regulation insufficient. The core concern behind the deep synthesis measures 
was deepfakes, and its requirements reflect that. Requiring labels might make sense for 
visual or audio deepfakes, but it will not work as well for addressing new concerns around 
text generated by large language models (LLMs) or the increasingly general-purpose nature 
of the technology. In addition, the original regulation technically only covered deep synthe-
sis services provided through the internet, leaving a regulatory gap for generative AI services 
that operate offline. So Chinese regulators and policy advisers quickly set to work drafting 
a new regulation that would cover almost the exact same set of AI applications, but with an 
updated set of concerns in mind. 

In April 2023, the regulators issued a draft of the new generative AI regulation for public 
comment. The draft reinforced many boilerplate content mandates (“embody Core Socialist 
Values”) and required providers to submit a filing to the existing algorithm registry. It also 
included several new requirements on training data and generated content that may prove 
extremely difficult for providers to meet. The draft requires providers ensure the “truth, 
accuracy, objectivity, and diversity” of their training data, a potentially impossible standard 
for LLMs that are trained on massive troves of text and images scraped from millions of 
websites. That also poses a challenge for the draft’s requirement that training data not violate 
intellectual property rights. The regulation mandates that generative AI not be discriminato-
ry on the basis of race or sex and that generated content be “true and accurate,” an unsolved 
technical problem for LLMs that are prone to “hallucinating” inaccurate or baseless claims 
in their outputs.

These extremely demanding requirements for generative AI systems have kicked off a partic-
ularly active public debate on the draft regulation. At the time of writing, Chinese scholars, 
companies, and policymakers are actively discussing how to maintain effective content 
controls without squashing China’s nascent generative AI industry. The third paper in this 
series will dive deep into how this policy debate is playing out in public workshops, academic 
writing, and corporate lobbying.

https://www.chinalawtranslate.com/en/overview-of-draft-measures-on-generative-ai/
https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/translation-measures-for-the-management-of-generative-artificial-intelligence-services-draft-for-comment-april-2023/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/interactive/2023/ai-chatbot-learning/
https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/how-will-chinas-generative-ai-regulations-shape-the-future-a-digichina-forum/
https://spectrum.ieee.org/ai-hallucination
https://chinai.substack.com/p/chinai-222-five-improvements-to-chinas
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzI2OTkyODMzOQ==&mid=2247489415&idx=1&sn=be4465a5928d0bbd88b8164d6b2d7f1e&chksm=ead9857bddae0c6dba4e1e3ec318a9454dfda85bf91c48b9245a8501dde0eb5067d8e4b9beaa&mpshare=1&srcid=0429aUT7ThgBKaPLL4boTDhp&sharer_sharetime=1682817458662&sharer_shareid=767c2f98b42ce720291d82040c0d7667&from=timeline&scene=2&subscene=2&clicktime=1682961093&enterid=1682961093&sessionid=0&ascene=45&fasttmpl_type=0&fasttmpl_fullversion=6653489-en_US-zip&fasttmpl_flag=0&realreporttime=1682961093949&devicetype=android-30&version=28001e44&nettype=WIFI&lang=en&countrycode=CN&exportkey=n_ChQIAhIQqBCITZe29jtpDrv3QuFC6BLoAQIE97dBBAEAAAAAAOWHFD6yVykAAAAOpnltbLcz9gKNyK89dVj0EAgCP882e5OvaB2BpebPLhQ0YQKwG%2F4xXHtDLPi81XUhZFBivcCKVjJ3JwgtGFroq%2FU7RRuTXl9RWFGpZUzk7Oz5PBueyN%2BSfhXhZbo0YOoP84v%2FvCmi56tqLdSqYmvJDF05j3utFOcm6H5dYPxqIgwCCnrKJ2KRfmH%2BY0XfcY9k1cigPgAKbw9Yeac5Aj0H%2FLpK4V0ZTgJ4tDduWfLFJGy3jMucODGjVxGs82f11XVyMxKsPVYxQcRLRDfM2MmctvU%3D&pass_ticket=couIxmqrjbR4wDGuzustYorS6AIfYz1p%2BvrF%2FXCzWFVzhbp1%2BxwOEDbllIXRnVZrU6qjjUbC8UQmcnQ8EYaG6A%3D%3D&wx_header=3
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The Underlying Structure of China’s  
AI Regulations 

Countries and cultures may differ on the specific content of AI regulations, but they can 
learn from the content-agnostic structure of the regulations themselves. The above Chinese 
regulations share three structural similarities: the choice of algorithms as a point of entry; 
the building of regulatory tools and bureaucratic know-how; and the vertical and iterative 
approach that is laying the groundwork for a capstone AI law.

Algorithms as Point of Entry

AI governance can utilize different parts of the AI supply chain as a point of entry. Measures 
can focus on regulating training data, algorithms, or computing power, or they can simply 
impose requirements on the final actions taken by an AI product, leaving the remedies up to 
the developer. China’s approach to AI governance has been uniquely focused on algorithms.

This choice is clearly displayed in Chinese policy discourse around regulations and the 
decision to make algorithms the fundamental unit for transparency and disclosure via the 
algorithm registry. Some companies have been forced to complete over five separate filings 
for the same app, each covering a different algorithm used for personalized recommendation, 
content filtering, and more. The structure of the registry and the required disclosures reveal 
a belief that effective regulation entails an understanding of, and potentially an intervention 
into, individual algorithms.

China’s regulations are not exclusively focused on algorithms. The registry includes require-
ments to disclose the sources of training data, and the draft generative AI regulation has 
specific requirements on the data’s diversity and “objectivity.” Many other requirements, 
such as that AI-generated content “reflect Socialist Core Values,” are defined based on 
outcomes rather than technical specifics. Where regulators focus their interventions will be 
an important component of Chinese AI governance going forward.

Building Regulatory Tools and Bureaucratic Know-How

China’s initial forays into governing AI have built up specific regulatory tools and broader 
bureaucratic know-how that can be deployed in future regulations. The algorithm registry is 
a standardized disclosure tool that ministries can easily include in future regulations, refin-
ing its requirements as needed. The information currently disclosed—such as data sources 

https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/translation-measures-for-the-management-of-generative-artificial-intelligence-services-draft-for-comment-april-2023/
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and security self-assessments, among others—may or may not prove to be useful to regula-
tors. But the tool itself can act as a kind of regulatory scaffolding that eases the construction 
of future measures governing the technology.

Likewise, Chinese regulators are building up know-how about the technology and potential 
interventions. When representatives from the CAC first met with AI companies to discuss 
their algorithm submissions, they reportedly “displayed little understanding of the technical 
details,” forcing company representatives to “rely on a mix of metaphors and simplified 
language.” Such meetings are an awkward but likely necessary step as bureaucrats attempt 
to grapple with a complex new technology. They help the regulators to build relationships to 
key players, to learn what they do not know, and to either upskill or hire to fill those gaps.

Vertical and Iterative—For Now

Stepping further back to the scope of each regulation, China has taken a regulatory ap-
proach that is both vertical and iterative. Vertical regulations target a specific application 
or manifestation of a technology. This contrasts with horizontal regulations, such as the 
European Union’s AI Act, that are comprehensive umbrella laws attempting to cover all 
applications of a given technology. No regulation is perfectly horizontal or vertical, but most 
regulations lean in one direction or the other. 

China’s first batch of algorithm and AI regulations are relatively vertical. Each covers a 
basket of related applications that Chinese regulators are concerned about and imposes 
requirements specific to these concerns. The baskets of applications are relatively large; for 
example, the recommendation algorithm regulation covers things from social media feeds to 
algorithms that set expected wait times for food delivery. 

In addition to being vertical, the regulations are iterative. If the government deems a regula-
tion it has issued to be flawed or insufficient, it will simply release a new one that plugs holes 
or expands the scope, as it did with the generative AI draft regulation expanding on the deep 
synthesis measures. This iterative process can lead to confusion for companies doing com-
pliance, but Chinese regulators view that as an acceptable cost in regulating a fast-changing 
technology environment.

The vertical and iterative approach of the past few years now appears to be building toward 
something more ambitious. In June 2023, China’s State Council—the rough equivalent of 
the U.S. Cabinet—announced that this year it would begin preparations on a draft Artificial 
Intelligence Law (人工智能法) to be submitted to the National People’s Congress, China’s 
legislature. Details remain sparse, but Chinese scholars anticipate that the law will build on 
the existing regulations to create a more comprehensive, horizontal piece of legislation that 
acts as a capstone on Chinese AI policy.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-blazes-hazy-new-trail-to-tame-internets-algorithms-11661866321
https://carnegieendowment.org/2023/02/14/lessons-from-world-s-two-experiments-in-ai-governance-pub-89035
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3SdvIcKmJJVbQs0DKW2LpO?si=fJoDoGQKREOZ4vglHMoAiA&t=746&context=spotify%3Ashow%3A1QlGMoMsAncoBdH9Uz5u4N
https://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/202306/content_6884925.htm
https://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/202306/content_6884925.htm
https://finance.sina.com.cn/tech/roll/2023-06-08/doc-imywqzsw9174313.shtml
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The Core Motivations Driving Chinese  
AI Governance

At a high level, China’s existing AI regulations are motivated by three main goals and one 
auxiliary goal. 

The first, overriding goal is to shape the technology so that it serves the CCP’s agenda, 
particularly for information control and, flowing from this, political and social stability. The 
primacy of control over information shows up clearly in the choice to first tackle AI and 
algorithms’ influence on online content. From the CCP’s perspective, for a technology to be 
productive it first must be tamed. As Chinese AI governance matures, this focus will likely 
evolve to include more industrial or security-related applications of the technology.

The second major goal behind Chinese AI governance is both obvious and frequently over-
looked: to address the myriad social, ethical, and economic impacts AI is having on people 
in China. The CCP prizes political control over nearly all else, but the Chinese academics, 
policy analysts, journalists, and technocrats who are shaping the regulations are much like 
their counterparts abroad—they are genuinely grappling with the diverse ways in which AI 
will change the lives of Chinese people. One example is in the regulatory provisions protect-
ing workers whose schedules and salaries are set by algorithms. Chinese policy actors operate 
in a far more politically constrained environment than their peers in liberal democracies, 
with certain topics taboo and many policy prescriptions off the table. But even within those 
constraints, there is still substantial room to explore the challenges of AI and to experiment 
with regulatory interventions to mitigate them. 

The third goal is to create a policy environment conducive to China becoming the global 
leader in AI development and applications. The 2017 New Generation AI Development 
Plan laid out the goal of global AI leadership by 2030, which led to an explosion in industry 
activity and policy support for AI development. The CCP sees technology as a critical tool 
for boosting China’s economy and national power. While the policies examined here focus 
on regulating rather than stimulating the AI industry, the long-standing goal of AI leader-
ship remains an important consideration shaping the regulatory debate. This is particularly 
prominent in the ongoing debates over how to balance the competing needs for information 
control and technological leadership in the draft generative AI regulation.

Finally, there remains one auxiliary goal: making China a leader in the governance and reg-
ulation of AI. U.S. and Chinese leaders frequently point out that China has laid out some of 
the world’s first binding regulations on AI, with the latter using it as a point of pride and the 
former as an impetus to action. But the rhetorical emphasis on global leadership often leads 
to a mistaken impression that this is a major driver of Chinese actions. An examination of 
the regulations and conversations with Chinese policy actors indicates otherwise. For China, 

https://carnegieendowment.org/2022/11/02/how-food-delivery-workers-shaped-chinese-algorithm-regulations-pub-88310
https://carnegieendowment.org/2022/11/02/how-food-delivery-workers-shaped-chinese-algorithm-regulations-pub-88310
https://macropolo.org/analysis/how-chinas-massive-ai-plan-actually-works/
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being a global leader or model for AI governance is a “nice-to-have”—a small bonus for its 
businesses and national soft power, but not a significant driver of these AI regulations.

China’s choice of first targets for regulation—recommendation algorithms and deep 
synthesis—indicates that global leadership is not a core motivation for its AI governance. 
Recommendation algorithms are an omnipresent application of AI, but they are not a major 
strand of the global discourse on AI governance. If a country wanted to stake its claim to 
leading the world in AI governance, recommendation algorithms would not be the first 
target. In fact, China’s regulation on recommendation algorithms does not even contain the 
term “artificial intelligence” in its text, despite covering many AI applications. Similarly, the 
term “deep synthesis” is not found in the AI governance discourse outside of China. 

Chinese policy actors have even described the first-mover nature of their regulations as an 
added difficulty. When China began work on these regulations, the debates on the EU’s 
AI Act were well underway in Europe, and Chinese policy analysts hoped that they could 
follow those debates and learn from the act. But slow progress on the AI Act meant that they 
had to forge ahead without the benefit of international guideposts or comparisons. For the 
United States, one benefit of its comparatively slow progress on AI governance is the op-
portunity to learn from regulatory experiments abroad—if policymakers are willing to take 
foreign regulations seriously.

Figure 2. The Four Layers of Chinese AI Governance Policymaking
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https://ora.ox.ac.uk/objects/uuid:a0387253-cee7-43a4-b3fc-fa5ceb7fa42e
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How China Sets AI Governance Policy

This paper presents a four-layered policy funnel through which China formulates and pro-
mulgates AI governance regulations (see figure 2). Those four layers are real-world roots; Xi 
Jinping and CCP ideology; the “world of ideas”; and the party and state bureaucracies. These 
layers are porous, and regulations do not proceed through them in a purely linear fashion. 
Instead, they often pinball forward and backward through these layers, getting shaped 
and reshaped by academics, bureaucrats, public opinion, and CCP ideology. The order and 
relative importance of the layers also varies depending on the nature of the issue confronted. 
So far, most of the activity in the crafting of AI regulations has occurred in the third and 
fourth layers.

Real-World Roots

This layer is composed of the economic, political, social, and technological conditions that 
create the need for new policy and also limit the options for regulators. Like public policy 
anywhere in the world, Chinese AI regulations often get their initial impetus from an 
exogenous shift in the real world. This can be a major evolution in technological capabilities, 
a new business model emerging, or a shift in underlying social or political conditions in 
the country. Such changes provide a spark, a problem that needs to be addressed through a 
change in public policy. The other components of this layer—economic, political and social 
conditions—then help set the scope of what is possible with a regulation and what costs  
are acceptable. 

In the recent draft generative AI regulation, the spark clearly derived from the leap in perfor-
mance of large language models, demonstrated by ChatGPT, and the wave of public interest 
that followed. The policy response to that is now being shaped by factors such as China’s 
global standing in AI and its medium-term economic growth prospects.  

Xi Jinping and CCP Ideology

While the real-world roots provide a spark and some macro-level constraints, the second 
layer defines the problem and imposes its own constraints on the policy response. In 
China, Xi Jinping’s worldview and the CCP’s evolving ideological frameworks are guides 
for interpreting events in the world and for deciding what constitutes a problem in need of 
addressing and how that problem should be understood and responded to.

The term “CCP ideology” is used here somewhat loosely, including not just ideology that is 
formally enshrined in the party’s documents and ideological journals but also the broader 
way in which the party sees the world. The same goes for Xi and his formal contributions 
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to CCP ideology. He has rarely addressed specific AI regulatory issues, but the high-level 
priorities he sets serve as guidance for all policy actors as they address concrete issues.

This raises one of the most common misconceptions about how China sets AI policy. Xi’s 
decade-long and hugely successful campaign to centralize political power in his hands has 
led many outside observers to believe that he makes all meaningful decisions on policy 
and regulation. Xi certainly acts as a micromanager on certain issues. Examples include 
giving feedback on ministry plans to crack down on the private tutoring sector, signing off 
on high-level corruption detentions, and making the decision to cancel Ant Group’s initial 
public offering after Alibaba founder Jack Ma criticized the government. Most famously, Xi 
tied himself directly to China’s strict “dynamic Zero COVID” strategy that saw major cities 
locked down for months on end. When Xi takes a major interest in an issue, he can dictate 
policy, or at least reject versions of it that he does not like.

But it does not appear that Xi has applied this micromanagement to AI governance so far. 
State media have not described him as directing the regulations, as they often do in other 
areas. And the regulations do not bear the normal hallmarks of an intervention by Xi: a 
hard-line, uncompromising approach to complex policy trade-offs. Instead, provisions in the 
regulations can often be traced back to the work of Chinese think tanks or academics, as 
future papers will show. 

This is not to say Xi’s words do not carry tremendous power in AI policy. When he stated 
in a 2018 speech that China must “ensure AI is safe [or secure], reliable, and controllable,” 
that set up high-level goals for policymakers to strive for, while leaving the details to them. 
In AI governance, Xi is best thought of as setting the direction of travel for policy actors and 
as providing the ultimate backstop for decisions. Policymaking will broadly focus on the 
issues he prioritizes and take an approach resonant with his way of seeing the world. And no 
decision will be made that directly contradicts his expressed wishes. But when it comes to 
crafting Chinese AI regulations, most of the activity has so far occurred in the next  
two layers.

World of Ideas

Once a real-world change has thrown up an issue that needs addressing, and after the 
issue has been filtered through the prism of Xi Jinping and CCP ideology, it enters perhaps 
the most dynamic layer. This is the world of ideas, where the problem and its solution are 
debated by actors ranging from think tank scholars to AI scientists, and from investigative 
journalists to corporate lobbyists. This is where many policy ideas are generated or shot 
down. It is where technology companies try to steer the policy dialogue in their preferred 
direction and where journalists can bring social issues into mainstream public discourse. 
While these public debates do not settle policy, they provide the intellectual grist for the 
bureaucratic mill.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/xi-jinpings-leadership-style-micromanagement-that-leaves-underlings-scrambling-11639582426
https://www.wsj.com/articles/xi-jinping-is-betting-it-all-on-zero-covid-lockdowns-mandates-china-pandemic-omicron-great-leap-forward-11651155033
http://www.xinhuanet.com/politics/2018-10/31/c_1123643321.htm
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As described above, the debates occur within a constrained political and intellectual envi-
ronment (see figure 3). Few of these policy actors will swim against the ideological stream, 
and policy solutions that contravene Xi’s expressed wishes will not be entertained. How 
much latitude these actors have depends on the political salience of the issue at stake. For 
highly sensitive political issues, such as the status of Taiwan, the bounds of public discussion 
are extremely narrow. And what counts as political and sensitive has continuously expanded 
under Xi. 

Figure 3. Exploring the “Policy Funnel” of Chinese AI Governance

The Policy Funnel of Chinese AI Governance
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major AI governance initiatives in China.
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Nevertheless, in the area of AI regulation there is still a relatively large space for policy 
debates. This is perhaps due to the relatively technical nature of policies and to the freshness 
of the problems. How to effectively regulate AI remains a wide-open question globally, and 
the political interests at play in China are not yet entrenched. Ministries and state-owned 
enterprises have not spent decades fighting to gain leverage or to hang onto preferential pol-
icies they have carved out. This mix of factors has made public debates over AI governance 
unusually lively and open.

Within that debate, several Chinese organizations and individuals stand out. Among think 
tanks, the China Academy for Information and Communication Technology (CAICT, 中
国信息通信研究院) has emerged as particularly influential. Under the supervision of the 
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), CAICT is home to technical 
experts and policy analysts who have worked closely with the CAC on AI governance proj-
ects. Tsinghua University’s Institute for AI International Governance (清华大学人工智能
国际治理研究院) has also produced sophisticated reports drawing lessons from algorithm 
governance abroad and making recommendations for China. Among the many Chinese 
scholars contributing to the country’s AI governance debates, some particularly notable 
individuals are Zhang Linghan (张凌寒) of the China University of Political Science and 
Law, Sun Ping (孙萍) of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and Liang Zheng (梁正) 
and Xue Lan (薛澜) from Tsinghua University. Subsequent papers in this series will explore 
the contributions these and other scholars have made to Chinese AI governance.

Party and State Bureaucracies

Ideas and proposals are molded into regulations in the final layer of the policy funnel, 
consisting of the party and state bureaucracies. When it comes to setting AI regulation, 
organizations across the party and state bureaucracies are deeply interwoven. But that prox-
imity should not be mistaken for harmonious relations. China’s ministries and agencies are 
a notoriously “fractious and highly competitive group,” always angling for their policies to 
be adopted at higher levels. Examining the regulations issued so far illuminates some initial 
conclusions about which members of this “fractious” group are prevailing in the competition 
for influence. 

The CAC has emerged as the clear leader in the first wave of AI regulations. Tracing the 
roots of these regulations backward shows the CAC playing a leading role in setting the 
agenda and getting its pet issues in front of the highest decisionmaking bodies, such as the 
CCP Central Committee. When the Central Committee then approves those issues for reg-
ulation, the CAC has authored the drafts of the regulations. In writing the draft regulations, 
the CAC often utilizes experts affiliated with other bodies, such as scholars from think tanks 
affiliated with the MIIT or the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST). It then brings 

https://www.newamerica.org/cybersecurity-initiative/digichina/blog/profile-china-academy-information-and-communications-technology-caict/
http://aiig.tsinghua.edu.cn/en/
https://sgp.fas.org/crs/row/R41007.pdf
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other ministries and agencies on as co-signatories when the draft becomes final, creating 
bureaucratic buy-in and enhancing enforcement capabilities. In this way, the CAC has acted 
as a hub for AI regulations. 

Whether the CAC will continue to play this role remains an open question. The CAC’s 
raison d’être is controlling online content, which made it a logical leader for the first batch 
of AI and algorithm regulations. But as AI governance shifts to other arenas such as auton-
omous vehicles, fintech, or frontier AI research, it is unclear if it will be able to maintain its 
current position in leading and coordinating the other ministries.

The MOST played a large role in early policies like the 2017 AI plan and followed that up 
by establishing committees and issuing high-level principles for AI ethics and governance. It 
also wrote the draft version of a broader technology ethics and governance measure that was 
later issued by the CCP Central Committee. But the MOST has taken a back seat on the 
more targeted regulations, not co-signing the recommendation algorithm or deep synthesis 
regulations. The ministry focuses primarily on issues related to research and development, 
making it less suited to regulating online content or certain commercial applications of AI. 
But the MOST’s profile may rise again as regulatory attention turns toward the underlying 
technology, as in the draft generative AI regulation, which imposes requirements on  
model training.

Beyond the CAC and the MOST, three of the more significant bureaucratic bodies are 
the MIIT, the Ministry of Public Security (MPS), and the State Administration of Market 
Reform (SAMR). The MIIT and the MPS have co-signed both the recommendation algo-
rithm and deep synthesis regulations, while SAMR signed only the former.  Each of these 
organizations will likely continue playing a significant role in regulations that touch on their 
respective areas. The MIIT, in particular, will likely take on a greater role as AI regulation 
moves from online content to industrial and commercial applications of the technology.

Above all these ministries sits China’s State Council and the National People’s Congress. 
Though these organizations have not been involved in recent AI regulations, they will be 
the key gatekeepers for China’s promised national AI law. While that legislative role confers 
them significant decisionmaking power, much of the policy formulation and bureaucratic 
wrangling underpinning the law will likely occur within and between the subordinate 
ministries and administrations, particularly those listed above.

Finally, lurking in the background are two new bodies created by party-state institutional 
reforms announced in March 2023: the CCP Central Science and Technology Commission 
(CSTC) and the National Data Administration (NDA). Neither has been formally stood up, 
and information on them remains scare. The CSTC will serve as the CCP’s top science and 

https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/chinas-plan-to-lead-in-ai-purpose-prospects-and-problems/
https://www.most.gov.cn/tztg/202107/t20210728_176136.html
https://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2022/content_5683838.htm
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technology policymaking body. It will likely have a significant voice in AI regulatory policy, 
but it appears that the majority of its portfolio will focus on technology development—in-
cluding major national research projects and national laboratories—rather than regulation. 
The CSTC will reportedly be housed in the MOST, likely giving a boost to the latter in 
AI governance. The NDA will focus on data infrastructure and the utilization of data to 
support economic and social policies. These two bodies will merit close examination as  
they take shape. 

Conclusion

Chinese AI governance is approaching a turning point. After spending several years explor-
ing, debating, and enacting regulations that address specific AI applications, China’s policy-
making community is now gearing up to draft a comprehensive national AI law.

That process echoes the evolution of Chinese regulations governing the internet. For much 
of the 2000s and early 2010s, Chinese internet governance took the form of narrow regula-
tions issued by government ministries. As those specific internet regulations added up, the 
Chinese state began formulating a wider capstone piece of legislation that would draw and 
build upon those regulations: China’s monumental Cybersecurity Law of 2017. 

China now appears to be following that same blueprint for AI, though on an accelerated 
time line. There are no firm deadlines for the national AI law, but a draft version could be 
released in late 2023 or 2024, followed by six to eighteen months dedicated to revising the 
law. During that time, many of the organizations, individuals, and intellectual influences 
described in this paper will be shaping one of the world’s most important pieces of legisla-
tion for AI governance. The subsequent papers in this series will dig deeper into key players 
in this process, illustrating how China formulates AI regulations and previewing what likely 
lies ahead.

https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Caixin/The-remaking-of-China-s-Science-and-Technology-Ministry
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324137548_Historicizing_Internet_Regulation_in_China_A_Meta-Analysis_of_Chinese_Internet_Policies_1994-2017
https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/translation-cybersecurity-law-of-the-peoples-republic-of-china-effective-june-1-2017/
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